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Small Business Saturday is a way to celebrate small-business owners and what they contribute to their local
communities.

Though supply chain challenges and social distancing requirements persist, Small Business Saturday 2021 could
be one of the most significant yet for locally-owned businesses. According to the American Express Shop Small
Impact Survey, 56 percent of small businesses surveyed said this year’s Small Business Saturday event is more
critical than ever for their business. Looking ahead to the new year, 78 percent said holiday sales will impact
their ability to keep their doors open in 2022.

There is some good news, however. The National Retail Federation (NRF) is predicting the highest holiday retail
sales on record for 2021. Collectively, consumers are expected to spend up to $859 billion this holiday season,
with up to $226 billion earmarked for online purchases. CLICK HERE for American Express resources!

 

Support Small & Local Businesses!
Small Business Saturday is November 27th!

https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/shop-small/smallbusinessowners/?linknav=us-loy-nav-smallbusinessowners


WITH ASTROLOGER & NUMBEROLOGIST HATTIE PARKER, MS,ED
 

A CRYPTO PRIMER: EARTHBOUND AND CELESTIAL NEWS AND VIEWS

Get Your Cosmic Crypto Mojo On
Friday, November 19, 2021

 
A Dramatic Heavenly Ending of 2021

12/4, 12/19, 12/24
 

12/4 A wild card -A solar eclipsed New Moon
12/19 Re-evaluation - Venus retrogrades          
12/24 Expect the unexpected- The last of 3 Saturn/Uranus cosmic clashes in 2021
                                                                                                                                 
Each of the celestial happenings listed above would unto itself have the potential to be exciting
and/or disrupting. As all three happen in one month’s time it suggests you might want to prepare
for December to be a roller coaster ride.

Recommended Rx:

General Advice: Ascribe to common sense wisdom: Work WITH prevailing energies.  

Rx for Your Career Well-Being

Venus, the planet calling for re-evaluation, rules both love and money. This suggests that the end of
this year or the beginning of next year (the retrograde lasts until 1/29/22) is an excellent time for
team building activities. I suggest focusing on what you think could be the most uplifting ways to
approach doing this with your employees, co-workers, and clients.

If you would like to explore creative metaphysically inspired and inspiring ideas for doing this
contact me at Hattie@hattieparker.com using the Subject line: “Cosmic Team Building”. 

 
Rx for Money Management

If you are already invested in crypto, prepare yourself for a very volatile month of December. We
have been experiencing volatility for the past several weeks. Hopefully you are not overextended
in your risk tolerance. If so, even though prices are down and you do not want to sell low,
evaluate if peace of mind is better than risk inspired angst. This, of course, is a very individual
matter. Let the idea of being kind to yourself be your guiding light.

The Saturn/Uranus clash is cosmically all about old structures being disrupted by new inventions.
Recently Hillary Clinton was in the news suggesting that crypto should be resisted. This is a clear
example of attempting to be working AGAINST prevailing energies. My assessment is that when
pitting one woman’s opinion against the way of the Universe that the Universe will undoubtedly
prevail. Crypto, whether it is disruptive or not, is not going away. Many credible crypto pundits
share how crypto is too popular worldwide to be contained. 

As it is the way of the future, there is no time like the present to begin or continue to educate
yourself about it. Despite it having been, and it continuing to be rather scary to me because it is
new and at times incomprehensible to me, I am very glad I am engaged with it. Want to learn
more about my journey with crypto feel free to contact me at Hattie@hattieparker.com.

mailto:Hattie@hattieparker.com

